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PRODUCTION AND USES: 
THIRTEENTH TO FOURTEENTH  
CENTURY
Studies on Gothic ivories have expanded spectacularly over the past thirty years, in 
quantity, scope and method. A broad range of innovative approaches has been employed to 
better understand this long-neglected class of artefacts.1 Nonetheless, given the vast num-
ber of surviving Gothic ivory carvings, their scattering in museums, church treasuries and 
private collections, and the rarity of securely dated and/or localised works, establishing 
their chronology and origin will remain a major task for scholars for years to come. Stylis-
tic analysis will be an essential tool to this end, provided that style is correctly understood 
as the result of the conditions of production of a particular piece, be they material, cultural, 
social or intellectual.2 This paper re-examines the group of ivory carvings first gathered 
by Raymond Koechlin under the name of ‘Kremsmünster Workshop’, after a diptych first 
documented in 1740 in the Treasury of Kremsmünster Abbey in Austria (fig. 2.1).3 Sty-
listic and iconographical observations will lead me to argue that these works were made 
in Cologne during the second half of the fourteenth century, a context that explains their 
formal, thematic and material peculiarities.
2.1 
Diptych of the  
Adoration of the Magi 
and Crucifixion. Ivory,  
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The case of the Kremsmünster Workshop is representative of the historiography of 
Gothic ivories. Since Koechlin attributed twenty-five objects or fragments to this work-
shop in his 1924 magnum opus,4 no systematic study has been conducted, and investiga-
tions have been advancing piecemeal, mostly through catalogue entries or articles on 
single objects.5 Koechlin thought the atelier was active in Paris during the last quarter 
of the fourteenth century and he credited it for having first translated into ivory the real-
ism that prevailed in other media in France since the mid fourteenth century. However, 
in her unsurpassed synthesis on medieval ivories, Danielle Gaborit-Chopin advanced a 
radically different hypothesis. Observing the expressive quality of the carvings in this 
group, she suggested that the workshop could be German, drawing comparisons with 
Middle-Rhenish sculptures, especially with the Memorienpforte in Mainz Cathedral, dat-
ing to c.1420-25.6 She expanded her argument in a later article, adding more comparisons 
with Middle-Rhenish works.7 This position has been accepted by most scholars, including 
Charles T. Little,8 but there is still much disagreement about the dating and localisation 
of carvings in the group. Géza Jászai, in 1979, dated the Ochtrup-Langenhorst Virgin and 
Child statuette to c.1300-25 placing it in Mainz, while Andrea von Hülsen-Esch recently 
assigned it to Cologne and dated it to c.1340.9 Theo Jülich proposed a date of about 1330 
and a localisation in the Rhineland for another Virgin and Child in Darmstadt, whereas 
Hartmut Krohm and Jürgen Fitschen favoured again a Parisian origin for other crucial 
works.10 Nor is there consensus on which pieces should be attributed to the workshop: Paul 
Williamson recently argued that the statuettes, usually considered as part of the group, 
should be dated earlier than the rest.11 
Moreover, the corpus is still expanding and new carvings have recently appeared that 
contribute to a better understanding of the whole group: a scene with the Death of the 
Virgin in the Chicago Art Institute has been recognised as a fragment of the left leaf of 
a diptych whose right wing is in Gyo"r Cathedral Treasury.12 During the editing process 
of this paper, Christian Opitz brought two more carvings, now in the Universalmuseum 
Joanneum in Graz, to the attention of Catherine Yvard, who recognised them as the prob-
able missing fragments of the same diptych.13 Her attribution, based on style and iconog-
raphy, was confirmed by the measuring of the Graz fragments.14 So a Marian diptych of 
the group is now complete, though scattered in three different places.
This paper cannot provide definitive answers, primarily due to the absence of docu-
mentary evidence, but also because I was only able to examine at first hand twenty out of 
a total of about fifty ivories that have, at one point or another, been related to the group. It 
is nevertheless worth casting a fresh eye on these artworks and on the questions they raise.
I would like, first of all, to stress the relative coherence of the group. A common pool 
of models was clearly available, freely used and adapted: two Crucifixions on diptychs in 
Berlin and New York thus show obvious affinities, mitigated by skilful variations.15 Two 
Vierge glorieuse diptych leaves now in Dublin and Palermo follow a similar pattern.16 The 
two Virgin statuettes in Cracow share the same handling of drapery on the front, but the 
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2.2 
Statuette of the Virgin 
and Child. Ivory, 24 
x 7.3 x 3.9 cm. Paris, 
Musée du Louvre, 
Département des Objets 
d'Art, Inv. 12101. 
back of the Virgin on loan to the Wawel Royal Castle is closer to that of the statuette in 
the Bargello Museum, although a mirror version of it.17 Models were sometimes reused 
from one type of object to another: the small free-standing Virgin in the Louvre (fig. 2.2) 
is extremely close to the Vierge glorieuse on the aforementioned left leaf of the Metropolitan 
diptych (fig. 2.3), and the treatment of the drapery on a leaf fragment in the Musée Unter-
linden in Colmar is very similar to that found on statuettes at the British Museum and the 
Toledo Museum of Art.18 Family resemblances also exist in the rendering of the Virgin’s 
face on the statuettes in Darmstadt and Florence, and on two diptych leaves in the Louvre 
and the Musée de Cluny.19 
Technique also should be taken into account when trying to understand the relation-
ships between pieces within the group. The best works, such as the large diptych leaves 
in Berlin and in Lyon, are carved with deep undercutting, while some other works, such 
as a smaller diptych leaf in Florence, are much flatter.20 The means of the buyers probably 
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played a role in this, since deeper relief implied more work on the part of the craftsman. 
Yet the Virgin statuettes are always shallow, being carved out of sections at the base of the 
tusk (around the pulp cavity), rather than from its fuller upper part. Most statuettes share 
the same weaknesses: the figure of Christ lost its head or broke away altogether in at least 
eleven out of seventeen cases.21 It is also worth noting that many Virgins hold a drilled 
cylinder where a metal flower would have once been inserted (probably made of silver).22
These formal and material affinities are strong enough evidence to argue that most of 
the statuettes and diptych leaves should be considered together. This does not mean how-
ever that all objects were carved by the same hand. The face of the standing Virgin in the 
Louvre is so close to that of her enthroned sister in Compiègne that one might well assign 
them to a single carver23 but, if we compare the Darmstadt and Compiègne Virgins, the 
latter shows a much more complex handling of drapery and a subtler use of the drill to pick 
out facial details.24 Further research will be necessary to clearly establish the relationships 
between the different pieces of the group, but it is certain that more than one artist was 
involved in the production of these artefacts, probably over a few decades.
If we accept that panels and statuettes form a relatively close-knit ensemble, the ap-
proximate chronology of the group becomes easier to establish. As Gaborit-Chopin point-
ed out, the composition of certain Passion scenes, for instance on the Baltimore and Lyon 
leaves, is derived from the large Passion diptychs group, which can reasonably be placed 
in Paris at the end of the reign of Charles V.25 This would imply that the Kremsmünster 
ivories date from slightly later.
Concerning the geographical origin, Paris seems out of question: the very distinctive 
and vehement style of the group does not fit into the development of Parisian Gothic ivory 
2.3 
Diptych of the Virgin 
and Child and Crucifix-
ion. Ivory, 15.6 x 19.7 
cm. New York,  
The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, Inv. 
1971.49.3a-b. 
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carving. The Rhenish solution suggested by many writers is however a more promising 
alternative. Provenance information is usually of little help, as it tends to be too recent, yet 
it is interesting to note that, out of the eight oldest known provenances for carvings of the 
group (pre-1840), seven point to locations east of the Rhine. The crozier in Amsterdam 
was in Liesborn Abbey (Westphalia) before 1811; the triptych in Copenhagen appeared in 
inventories of the Gottorf Kunstkammer from 1710 onwards; the Darmstadt statuette was 
acquired in 1805 from the Hüpsch collection that comprised ivories mostly with a prove-
nance from the Lower Rhine or the Meuse region;26 the Graz fragments entered the Joan-
neum in 1817 coming from the Maria Saal pilgrimage church in Carinthia; the diptych in 
the Klosterneuburg Treasury has probably been there since the seventeenth century and 
the one in Kremsmünster, at least since 1740; finally, the fragment of a diptych leaf in Mu-
nich was in the Ambras collection before 1811.27 The diptych leaf in the Bargello Museum 
is the odd one out, coming from the collection of Canon Apollonio Bassetti (d. 1699), but 
we know that Bassetti travelled to Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany in 1667-8.28
Some formal details also point towards the Rhineland. The tiled roofs that appear in 
some diptychs of the group, such as those in Kremsmünster (fig. 2.1) and in the Musée de 
Cluny, have been considered as probable evidence of a German origin.29 Furthermore, on 
the left leaf of the former, the Virgin and Child sit on a throne whose base is decorated 
with pierced quatrefoils, a highly unusual detail in ivory carving. Similar ornaments how-
ever frequently appear on fourteenth-century sculptures from Cologne, such as the beau-
tiful Annunciation from the main altar of Cologne Cathedral (c.1322, Cologne, Museum 
Schnütgen, Inv. K 210) or the Adoration of the Magi from Sankt Maria im Capitol (c.1310, 
on loan to the Museum Schnütgen).30 The motif is also recurrent on Cologne wooden 
statuettes of this period.31
2.4 
Statuette of  the Virgin 
and Child. Ivory, 11.7 
x 6 x 5.4 cm. Saint 




Statuette of  the Virgin 
and Child. Boxwood, 
height: 28.5 cm. 
Cologne, Museum für 
Angewandte Kunst, Inv. 
A 1172. 
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Although stylistic comparisons are difficult, partly because narrative cycles are very 
rare in Rhenish sculpture during the fourteenth century, the line of inquiry opened by 
Jászai, Jülich and von Hülsen-Esch, who first drew comparisons with Cologne pieces, is 
worth pursuing. Focusing on figures of the standing Virgin and Child is particularly fruit-
ful, since Rhenish elements of comparison in other media are more readily available for 
this type of object. The face of the Virgin in the Kremsmünster group is framed by curly 
hair and characterised by a small nose and mouth, and by a pointed chin over a double 
chin (fig. 2.4). Similar features are recurrent in Cologne statuettes of the second half of 
the fourteenth century, such as the boxwood Virgin and Child in the Cologne Museum 
für Angewandte Kunst (fig. 2.5; Inv. A1172 Cl.), or the celebrated walnut Virgin and Child 
of the Thyssen-Bornemisza collection (on loan to the Universalmuseum Joanneum, Alte 
Galerie, Graz), both dated to c.1360-70.32 The treatment of the reverse of the statuettes is 
even more noteworthy. When viewed from the back, all Kremsmünster statuettes show a 
similar organisation of the drapery, with two small beak folds right under the arms and 
a few larger curvilinear folds stretching lower down (fig. 2.6). Although this system of 
folds occasionally appears on French Virgins, French ivory statuettes more often adopt a 
central tubular fold going down the whole length of the cloak, an arrangement closer to 
that typical of thirteenth-century examples.33 On the contrary, a number of Cologne Vir-
gins share the Kremsmünster drapery treatment: not only the Thyssen statuette already 
mentioned, but also other works of the same period, such as the Friesentor Madonna in the 
Museum Schnütgen (Inv. A 40) or the Zollturm Madonna in the Zons Museum, respec-
tively dated to c.1360-70 and c.1380 (fig. 2.7).34 These comparisons confirm a dating in the 
last third of the fourteenth century for the Kremsmünster group.
The attribution to Cologne might be further supported by an iconographical argument. 
The group comprises two diptychs with scenes from the life of the Virgin, which is quite 
2.6 
Statuette of  the Virgin 
and Child. Ivory, height: 
20 cm. The British 
Museum, London, Inv. 
1856,0623.148.
2.7 
Statue of  the Virgin 
and Child. Sandstone, 
height: 71.5 cm. Zons, 
Kreismuseum.
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rare in Gothic ivories. One survives in an incomplete state, split between Berlin and Lon-
don (fig. 2.8),35 while the other is the one divided between the Gyo"r Cathedral Treasury, 
the Universalmuseum Joanneum in Graz and the Art Institute in Chicago.36 Their atypi-
cal iconography and compositions are also found on two other nearly identical works:37 
an ivory diptych formerly in the Kofler-Truniger collection and a boxwood diptych in the 
Kolumba Museum in Cologne (fig. 2.9).38 The latter probably came from Sankt Maria im 
Kapitol and had long been considered a mid-fourteenth-century Cologne work when Peter 
Bloch declared it to be an 1860s neo-Gothic creation by the sculptor Nikolaus Elscheidt.39 
But the works attributed by Bloch to Elscheidt are too disparate in style and quality to all 
be accepted as the products of a single hand, and even if some of his attributions are con-
vincing, some pieces have been too quickly dismissed by the scholar as nineteenth-century 
artefacts.40 The boxwood diptych was declared a copy only because it was identical to the 
Kofler-Truniger diptych, and Elscheidt was identified as the author simply because he was 
working for Sankt Maria im Kapitol from 1868. The ivory diptych was first described by 
2.8 
Diptych leaf  with 
scenes from the life 
of  the Virgin. Ivory, 
22.2 x 12.1 cm. Berlin, 
Skulpturensammlu-
ng und Museum für 
Byzantinische Kunst, 
Inv. 2722. 
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Westwood in 1876, two years after Elscheidt’s death, when it was in the Possenti collection 
in Fabriano,41 no photograph of it was published until 1880,42 and no cast of it was, as far 
as we know, ever available. The Cologne sculptor is therefore quite unlikely to have copied 
it at the end of his life and, unless new and compelling evidence comes to light, it seems 
reasonable to accept the Kolumba diptych as a genuine fourteenth-century Cologne work. 
The question of its relationship to the Kofler ivory, although opening interesting perspec-
tives, is beyond the scope of the present article. If we accept the boxwood diptych as an 
authentic mid-fourteenth-century work, the fact that its peculiar iconography is also found 
in products of the Kremsmünster Workshop becomes yet another argument in favour of a 
Cologne origin for the ivory carvings. 
Although Marian scenes also appear on Parisian fourteenth-century ivories, notably 
in a beautiful group of triptychs dating to the 1320s-30s,43 the iconography used by the 
Kremsmünster Workshop is still quite remarkable. Its focus on the death and glorification 
of Mary, its scope and some of its details are rare, especially north of the Alps.44 Many 
other works from the corpus also present unusual iconographical features. The Virgin 
trampling the dragon, carved on leaves in Colmar, Dublin, formerly Langres, New York 
and Palermo, seldom appears on French ivories, and then mostly on objects of the early 
fourteenth century.45 Angels mourning over Christ’s sacrifice in the Crucifixion are also a 
notable detail, as is the diminutive figure of Adam collecting the blood of Christ at the foot 
of the cross.46 On French ivories, in the Crucifixion, Longinus is most often represented 
kneeling in prayer beside the cross. In the Kremsmünster group, another composition is 
systematically adopted, where he touches his eyes, miraculously healed of his blindness by 
the jet of Christ’s blood, as in carvings in Baltimore, Berlin, Klosterneuburg and Paris.47 
The Virgin always helps Christ carry the cross, as in the Berlin, Klosterneuburg and Lyon 
examples, a detail that also appears on French ivories, but less frequently.48
2.9 
Diptych with scenes 
from the life of  the Vir-
gin (Cologne, c.1350). 
Boxwood, 19.4 x 10.2 
cm (each leaf). Cologne, 
Kolumba, Inv. A 80-60.
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The Kremsmünster ivories are far from being standardised products. Carved in a me-
ticulous and labour-intensive way, many objects were certainly conceived and created for 
specific patrons, rather than for anonymous buyers. Although we know little about the 
ways ivory objects were actually produced and sold, it seems improbable that elaborate and 
impressive works, made out of a rare material and showing specific iconographies, were 
carved on speculation. While many diptych leaves are using thick panels, the statuettes are 
carved making the most out of thin plaques of ivory, in a way that seems to imply that the 
raw material was not readily available, even for relatively ambitious creations. This would 
indicate a different system of production from that which we find in Paris where, in the 
second half of the fourteenth century, even high-quality works often followed well estab-
lished and widely reproduced patterns, and where the supply of elephant tusks was not an 
issue. The singular features of the Kremsmünster group would rather point in the direc-
tion of a market less developed than that of Paris, a market such as we could expect to find 
in Cologne. Yet it is apparent that French models were available to our carvers, a situation 
that would also correspond to what we know of the artistic milieu in the great Rhenish city 
during the Gothic period.49 In the fourteenth century, ivory carving tended to emancipate 
itself from monumental sculpture, developing an inner formal and iconographical coher-
ence. Meanwhile, Paris remained the point of reference in Europe for ivory carving. Such 
a model, if we accept it, might explain why it is so difficult to find definitive stylistic com-
parisons for ivories of the Kremsmünster group in other media. French scholars believe 
that the Kremsmünster ivories cannot be Parisian, German scholars that they cannot be 
German. Their controversial and elusive character, their particular mixture of French and 
German features, their idiosyncrasies may be the result of a different system of production 
determined by specific commissions in the most Francophile city of the Empire. 
Appendix
A. Carvings belonging to the Kremsmünster group50
1. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, Inv. BK-16991, crozier with Vierge glorieuse and Cruci-
fixion. Frits Scholten and Guido de Werd (eds.), Eine höhere Wirklichkeit (Kleve: Museum 
Kurhaus, 2004), pp. 158-61, no. 54.
2. Baltimore, The Walters Art Museum, Inv. 71.246, statuette of standing Virgin 
and Child. Richard H. Randall, Jr., Masterpieces of Ivory from the Walters Art Gallery (New 
York: Hudson Hills Press, 1985), pp. 208-09, no. 284.
3. Baltimore, The Walters Art Museum, Inv. 71.156, left leaf of a diptych with three 
Passion scenes. Ibid., pp. 220-1, no. 313. Formed a diptych with A30.
4. Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst, Inv. 645, 646, 
diptych with four Passion scenes. Regine Marth (ed.), Glanz der Ewigkeit. Meisterwerke aus 
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Elfenbein der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin (Berlin: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, 1999), pp. 
120-1, no. 46.
5. Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst, Inv. 654, 
right leaf of a diptych with Crucifixion. Ibid., p. 122, no. 47.
6. Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst, Inv. 656, 
fragment of leaf with Crucifixion. Ibid., p. 123, no. 48.
7. Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst, Inv. 663, re-
lief with enthroned Virgin and Child. Ibid., p. 126, no. 50.
8. Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst, Inv. 2722, 
left leaf of a diptych with three scenes of the Death and Glorification of the Virgin. Ibid., 
pp. 124-5, no. 49. The bottom fragment of the right leaf is A28.
9. Chicago, The Chicago Art Institute, Inv. 1943.60, fragment of left leaf of a diptych 
with Death of the Virgin. Richard H. Randall, Jr., The Golden Age of Ivory. Gothic Carvings 
from American Collections (New York: Hudson Hills Press, 1993), p. 107, no. 149. The two 
missing fragments of the same leaf are A20; the right leaf of the diptych is A21.
10. Colmar, Musée Unterlinden, Inv. 91.5.1, fragment of diptych leaf with Vierge glo-
rieuse. Pantxika Béguerie, ‘La Vierge à l’Enfant de l’atelier du diptyque de Kremsmünster’, 
Bulletin de la Société Schongauer 1987-92 (1993), pp. 91-7, 186.
11. Compiègne, Musée Antoine Vivenel, Inv. L.330, statuette of enthroned Virgin and 
Child. Raymond Koechlin, Les Ivoires gothiques français (Paris: Auguste Picard, 1924), I, p. 
301, II, p. 312, n. 841, III, pl. CLI.
12. Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet, Inv. 10359, triptych with the Virgin, Saint Clare 
and Saint Francis. Niels K. Liebgott, Elfenben - fra Danmarks Middelalder (Copenhagen: 
Nationalmuseet, 1985), pp. 54-5, no. 50.
13. Cracow, Wawel Royal Castle, Inv. dep. 681, statuette of standing Virgin and Child. 
Danielle Gaborit-Chopin, ‘Réapparition d’une Vierge en ivoire gothique’, in Objets d’art: 
mélanges en l’honneur de Daniel Alcouffe (Dijon: Faton, 2004), pp. 47-55, esp. p. 49, 52-3.
14. Cracow, Czartoryski Museum, Inv. XIII-928, statuette of standing Virgin and 
Child. Ibid., pp. 49, 53.
15. Darmstadt, Hessisches Landesmuseum, Inv. Pl 36:87, statuette of enthroned Vir-
gin and Child. Theo Jülich, Die mittelalterlichen Elfenbeinarbeiten des Hessischen Landesmu-
seum Darmstadt (Regensburg: Schnell und Steiner, 2011), pp. 192-3, no. 42.
16. Dijon, Musée des Beaux-Arts, Inv. CA T 328, statuette of enthroned Virgin and 
Child. Emmanuel Starcky, Hélène Meyer and Catherine Gras, Le Musée des Beaux-Arts de 
Dijon (Ghent: Ludion, 1992), pp. 20-1.
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17. Dublin, National Museum of Ireland, Inv. 1906:156, left leaf of a diptych with Vi-
erge glorieuse. Charles T. Little, ‘Gothic Ivory Carving in Germany’, in Peter Barnet (ed.), 
Images in Ivory: Precious Objects of the Gothic Age (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1997), pp. 80-93, esp. p. 93, note 36.
18. Florence, Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Inv. 9 A, left leaf of a diptych with Na-
tivity and Crucifixion. Benedetta Chiesi, Catalogo degli avori gotici del Museo Nazionale del 
Bargello (PhD diss., Università degli Studi di Firenze, 2011), pp. 468-75, no. 37
19. Florence, Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Inv. 91 C, statuette of standing Virgin 
and Child. Ibid., pp. 476-83, no. 38.
20. Graz, Universalmuseum Joanneum, Museum im Palais, Inv. 913 and 914, two 
fragments of the left leaf of a diptych with scenes of the Death of the Virgin. See Ulrich 
Becker, Nina Bachler, ‘Aus der Frühzeit des Joanneums: Zwei gotische Elfenbeinreliefs’, 
Museumsblog, 22 April 2015. The lower fragment of the same leaf is A9, the right leaf is 
A21.
21. Gyo"r, Cathedral Treasury, Inv. Gy 77. 49, right leaf of a diptych with three scenes 
of the Death and Glorification of the Virgin. Peter Bokody (ed.), Image and Christianity: 
visual media in the Middle Ages (Pannonhalma: Pannonhalmi Föapatsag, 2014), pp. 266-7, 
no. 33. The bottom fragment of the left leaf is A9, its two upper fragments are A20.
22. Klosterneuburg, Stift Klosterneuburg, Inv. KG 155, diptych with six Passion 
scenes. Wolfgang Christian Huber (ed.), Die Schatzkammer im Stift Klosterneuburg (Wettin: 
Stekovics, 2011), pp. 60-1, no. 12.
23. Kremsmünster, Stift Kremsmünster, diptych with Adoration of the Magi and Cru-
cifixion. Koechlin, Ivoires gothiques français, II, pp. 304-05, no. 824, III, pl. CXLVII.
24. Langres, Musée d’Art et d’Histoire Guy-Baillet (stolen in 1977), left leaf of a dip-
tych with Vierge glorieuse. Ibid., II, p. 305, no. 825, III, pl. CXLVIII. The right leaf of the 
diptych is A38.
25. Lisbon, Calouste Gulbenkian Museum, Inv. 2287, diptych with Vierge glorieuse and 
Crucifixion. Sarah M. Guérin, Gothic Ivories. Calouste Gulbenkian Collection (London: Scala, 
2015), pp. 110-13, no. 10.
26. London, The British Museum, Inv. 1856,0623.71, right leaf of a diptych with Ado-
ration of the Magi and Coronation of the Virgin. Henk van Os, The Art of Devotion in the 
Late Middle Ages (London: Merrel Holberton, 1994), p. 74, fig. 29. The left leaf is A34.
27. London, The British Museum, Inv. 1856,0623.148, statuette of standing Virgin 
and Child. Ormonde M. Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings of the Christian Era in the 
British Museum (London: Printed by order of the Trustees, 1909), p. 115, no. 332, pl. LXXV.
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28. London, The British Museum, Inv. 1978,0502.5, fragment of the right leaf of a 
diptych with funeral procession of the Virgin. James Robinson, Masterpieces. Medieval Art 
(London: The British Museum, 2008), p. 125. The left leaf is A8.
29. London, The British Museum, Inv. 1980,0102.1, statuette of enthroned Virgin and 
Child. Little, ‘Gothic Ivory Carving’, p. 93, note 36.
30. Lyon, Musée des Beaux-Arts, Inv. L 404, left leaf of a diptych with three Passion 
scenes. Christian Briend, Les Objets d’Art: guide des collections. Musée de Beaux-Arts de Lyon 
(Paris: Réunion des musées nationaux, 1993), p. 23, fig. 8. Formed a diptych with A3.
31. Maastricht, Bonnenfantenmuseum, on loan from the Neutelings Foundation, Inv. 
10-5423, central panel of a triptych with the Death and Coronation of the Virgin. Scholten 
and de Werd, Eine höhere Wirklichkeit, pp. 176-8, no. 61.
32. Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Inv. MA 2009, statuette of enthroned 
Virgin and Child. Rudolf Berliner, Die Bildwerke des Bayerischen Nationalmuseums, IV: Die 
Bildwerke in Elfenbein, Knochen, Hirsch- und Steinbockhorn (Augsburg: Filser, 1926), p. 16, 
no. 31.
33. Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Inv. MA 2037, fragment of the left leaf of 
a diptych with Arrest of Christ. Ibid., p. 19, no. 45.
34. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Inv. 32.100.203, left leaf of a diptych 
with Nativity and Crucifixion. Koechlin, Ivoires gothiques français, II, p. 309, no. 834. The 
right leaf is A26.
35. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Inv. 1971.49.3a-b, diptych with 
Vierge glorieuse and Crucifixion. Hermann Schnitzler, Fritz Volbach and Peter Bloch, 
Sammlung E. und M. Kofler-Truniger, I: Skulpturen: Elfenbein, Perlmutter, Stein, Holz. Eu-
ropäisches Mittelalter (Stuttgart: Räber, 1964), pp. 28-9, no. S 93.
36. Ochtrup-Langenhorst, Catholic Parish Church St John the Baptist, Stiftskammer, 
statuette of standing Virgin and Child. Dagmar Täube and Miriam Verena Fleck (eds.), 
Glanz und Grösse des Mittelalters. Kölner Meisterwerke aus den grossen Sammlungen der Welt 
(Munich: Hirmer, 2011), pp. 269-70, no. 25.
37. Palermo, Galleria Regionale della Sicilia di Palazzo Abatellis, Inv. 11430, left leaf 
of a diptych with Vierge glorieuse. Vincenzo Abbate (ed.), Wunderkammer siciliana: alle 
origini del museo perduto (Naples: Electa, 2001), pp. 232-3, no. II.51.
38. Paris, Musée de Cluny – Musée national du Moyen Âge, Inv. Cl. 10904, right leaf 
of a diptych with Crucifixion. Élisabeth Taburet-Delahaye, Les Ivoires du Musée de Cluny 
(Paris: Réunion des musées nationaux, 1988), p. 17. The left leaf is A24, formerly in Lan-
gres.
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39. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Inv. OA 7276, right leaf of a diptych with Crucifixion. 
Danielle Gaborit-Chopin, Ivoires médiévaux Ve-XVe siècle (Paris: Réunion des musées natio-
naux, 2003), pp. 485-6, no. 220.
40. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Inv. OA 11042, statuette of enthroned Virgin and Child. 
Ibid., pp. 480-1, no. 216.
41. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Inv. OA 12101, statuette of standing Virgin and Child. 
Gaborit-Chopin, ‘Réapparition’.
42. Sacramento, Crocker Art Museum, Inv. 1960.3.77, fragment of the left leaf of a 
diptych with Entombment. Randall, The Golden Age, p. 107, no. 150.
43. Saint Petersburg, The State Hermitage Museum, Inv. F-3225, statuette of en-
throned Virgin and Child. Christliche westeuropäische Elfenbeinkunst 13.-18. Jahrhundert aus 
der Ermitage Sankt Petersburg (Erbach: Deutsches Elfenbeinmuseum, 1993), no. 11.
44. Toledo, The Toledo Museum of Art, Inv. 50.305, statuette of standing Virgin and 
Child. Randall, The Golden Age, pp. 43-4, no. 23.
45. Unknown location, diptych with Vierge glorieuse and Crucifixion. Sale, Auktion-
shaus Geble, Radolfzell, 9 November 2013.
B. Carvings related to the group
1. Amiens, Musée de Picardie, Inv. M.P. 3063.550, diptych with Adoration of the 
Magi and Crucifixion. Koechlin, Ivoires gothiques français, II, p. 306, no. 827.
2. Cracow, Wawel Royal Castle, Inv. 4149/1-2, diptych with Passion scenes. Stan-
islawa Link-Lenczowska and Joanna Winiewicz-Wolska (eds.), Sapiehowie. Kolekcjonerzy i 
mecenasi, Zamek Królewski na Wawelu (Cracow: Zamek Królewski na Wawelu, 2011), p. 292, 
no. 137.
3. Paris, Musée de Cluny – Musée national du Moyen Âge, Inv. Cl. 441, right leaf of 
a diptych with Crucifixion. Koechlin, Ivoires gothiques français, II, p. 307, no. 830.
4. Paris, Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Inv. GR 29, statuette of seated Virgin and Child. 
Ibid., II, p. 250, no. 689.
5. Saint Petersburg, The State Hermitage Museum, Inv. F 3196, right leaf of a dip-
tych with Crucifixion. Ibid., II, p. 306, no. 826.
6. Turin, Museo Civico d’Arte Antica, Inv. 144/AV, writing tablet with Crucifix-
ion. Simonetta Castronovo, Fabrizio Crivello and Michele Tomasi (eds.), Avori Medievali. 
Collezioni del Museo Civico d’Arte Antica di Torino (Savigliano: L’Artistica Savigliano, 2016), 
pp. 130-1, no. 20.
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7. Unknown location, statuette of enthroned Virgin and Child. Sale, Hôtel des ventes 
de Neuilly, 7 December 1997, lot 87.
8. Utrecht, Catharijneconvent, Inv. BMH bi1871, diptych with scenes of the Infancy 
and Passion of Christ. Roland Koekkoek, Gotische Ivoren in het Catharijneconvent (Zuphen: 
De Walburg Pers, 1987), pp. 70-5, no. 12.
C. Doubtful attributions
1. Frankfurt am Main Museum für Angewandte Kunst, Inv. 6471, diptych with Ado-
ration of the Magi and Crucifixion. See Kunst und Kunsthandwerk des Mittelalters (Frank-
furt am Main: Museum für Kunsthandwerk, 1966), no. 232, fig. 27.
2. Toronto, The Thomson Collection at the Art Gallery of Ontario, Inv. 29111, dip-
tych with Nativity and Crucifixion. 
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